FEATURES & BENEFITS

The WMRK series was designed specifically for mounting deep equipment in a raised-floor standard 24" wide enclosure. Comes standard with cage nut mounting rails to meet server manufacturer warranty specifications. Choose a WMRK when mounting deep servers or similar equipment is required, and for easy installations in raised-floor environments. Pre-configured models are also available.

- Fully welded construction for strength and stability
- 24" overall width optimized for use on raised floors
- Racks gang together when fully loaded
- Numbered rackspace increments speed equipment mounting
- Includes two pair of adjustable cage nut rackrail and one pair of z-rail sidemount adaptors configured to accept servers and slide kits from all leading manufacturers
- Includes leveling feet and 100 qty of 6mm cage nuts and hardware

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Gangable: Yes
Finish: Black Powder Coat
UL Standards Tested: UL1678

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
ASCE: 7-10
RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes
UL Listing No: E173107

DIMENSIONS
The WMRK series was designed specifically for mounting deep equipment in a raised-floor standard 24" wide enclosure. Comes standard with cage nut mounting rails to meet server manufacturer warranty specifications. Choose a WMRK when mounting deep servers or similar equipment is required, and for easy installations in raised-floor environments. Pre-configured models are also available.

Fully welded construction for strength and stability
24" overall width optimized for use on raised floors
Racks gang together when fully loaded
Numbered rackspace increments speed equipment mounting
Includes two pair of adjustable cage nut rackrail and one pair of z-rail sidemount adaptors configured to accept servers and slide kits from all leading manufacturers
Includes leveling feet and 100 qty of 6mm cage nuts and hardware

GENERAL INFO
Gangable: Yes
Finish: Black Powder Coat
UL Standards Tested: UL1678
LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
ASCE: 7-10
RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes
UL Listing No: E173107
DIMENSIONS
Usable Depth: 33.5
Usable Height: 73.5
Panel Width: 19
Capacity Weight (US): 10000
Depth (US): 36
Height (US): 79.81
Width (US): 23.94
Rack Units: 42

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Rackrail Type: Cage Nut
Seismic Load Capacity: 1090
Static Load Capacity: 10000
UL Load Capacity: 2500
Material: Steel
Mounting: Horizontal
Seismic Rating: Yes